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1- scale print of RUSSIAN PPSH-41
1- scale print of YUOGOSLAV 49/57
1- scale print of AMERICAN 180
1- scale print of BROWNING 1919A4/A6
right and left sides

PARTS SUPPLIERS ON LAST PAGE
NOTES:
1. MATERIAL: 1.988 BS X 1.877 BD O.D. STEEL TUBE
2. FINISH: BLUE
3. CALIBER: 7.62MM
4. THE ORIGINAL RECEIVER WAS THE FULL LENGTH OF GUN.
   IT WAS MADE FROM ROLLED STEEL AND WELDED FULL LENGTH.
   THE HOUSING WAS BRANDED IN PLACE AND ALL VERSO
   WERE FILLER WITH BRASS.
5. THIS RECEIVER TUBE IS CUT TO A LENGTH AND BUILT WELDED
   TO EXISTING PORTION OF RECEIVER TUBE.
   FINAL OVERALL LENGTH TO BACK OF MAGAZINE HOUSING SHOULD BE 9.125

RESTRICTED
MATERIAL
LIST OF PARTS SUPPLIERS
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international military antiques, inc.
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inter ordnance of america l.p.
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monroe, NC 28110
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sarco, inc.
323 union st. p.o. box 98
stirling, NJ 07980

jeffs shooters supply
p.o.box 1054 trussville, AL 35173

rpb industries
p.o.box 367 avondale est. GA 30002